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MOTIVATION

Erice 09/2017

DUNE, 1300 km HyperK (T2K) 295 km

From:
Diwan et al,
Ann. Rev.
Nucl. Part. Sci 66 
(2016)

Energies have to be known within 100 MeV (DUNE) or 50 MeV (T2K)
Ratios of event rates to about 10%

DUNE T2HK

Systematic errors should be small since statistics will be high. 2
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MOTIVATION

Erice 09/2017

DUNE, 1300 km HyperK (T2K) 295 km

From:
Diwan et al,
Ann. Rev.
Nucl. Part. Sci 66 
(2016)

Energies have to be known within 100 MeV (DUNE) or 50 MeV (T2K)
Ratios of event rates to about 10%

DUNE T2HK

Systematic errors should be small since statistics will be high.

DUNE aims at uncertainties  
< 1% meaning O(25 MeV) precision of 

energy reconstruction
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oscillation peak 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Position of the oscillation 
peak depends on energy 

reconstruction
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MOTIVATION

Please cite this article in press as: L. Alvarez-Ruso, et al., NuSTEC1 White Paper: Status and challenges of neutrino–nucleus scattering, Progress in Particle
and Nuclear Physics (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ppnp.2018.01.006.

L. Alvarez-Ruso et al. / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics ( ) – 21

Fig. 5. Effect of normalization uncertainties affecting ⌫e and ⌫̄e cross sections on the sensitivity to CP violation at DUNE. The panels show minimum
significance at which the CP-conservation hypothesis can be rejected, for 75% of values of �CP , as a function of the total exposure in ktMWyr. (A priori, all
possible values of �CP in the range �⇡ < �CP  ⇡ are assumed to be equally likely.) The width of the band shows the variation in sensitivity when the
cross section uncertainties on the appearance sample are varied between 1% and 3%. The right-axis labels X%�Y% indicate that a X% (Y%) normalization
uncertainty is assumed for the ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ (⌫e and ⌫̄e) samples at the far detector, see text for details. The hashed band shows the results obtained with the
CDR reference beam design, while the solid band shows the results obtained with the optimized beam design.
Source: From Ref. [23].

3.8. Summary and challenges for oscillation experiments

Several initial processes can contribute to each observable topology in our detectors due to nuclear effects and the
significant energy spread of neutrino and antineutrino beams. It is clear that nuclear effects are a major issue for current
and future experiments. To achieve the future program, we need a clear understanding of:

• Current and future long- and short-baseline neutrino oscillation programs should evaluate and articulate what
additional neutrino–nucleus interaction data or support measurements are required to meet their ambitious goals.
This can be done with a combination of phenomenological and direct theoretical estimations.

• Near detectors are powerful in oscillation analyses, but do have fundamental and practical limitations in the near-to-
far extrapolation of event rates. New experimental methods such as NuPRISM [5], which enables variable neutrino
energy fluxes to enter the near detector, could circumvent the problem of different fluxes at the near and far detector.

• Of specific interest is precise knowledge of electron/muon neutrino cross section differences, which historically has
been difficult to measure in near detectors. Are there any theoretical indications of unexpected differences? What is
the level that this quantity will be known by the proposed future experimental program near detectors?

• Neutrino energy estimators are sensitive to threshold effects and model-based particle composition and kinematics.
As neutrino–antineutrino event-rate comparisons are important for �CP measurements, the relative neutron compo-
sition of final hadronic states is key. What are the prospects for semi-inclusive theoretical models? Experimentally,
programs to detect neutrons are essential. Electron scattering data may also provide insights to the hadronic state.

• The calculated detector efficiency often depends on the nuclear model. Whether or not current uncertainties cover
this issue needs to be studied. If this is an important effect for current and future experiments, systematic errors must
reflect the range of nuclear models used in calculating this efficiency. It may be that experimental and computational
approaches will be necessary.

Without these studies, the adverse consequences for neutrino-oscillationmeasurements are profound andwide-ranging.

4. Neutrino event generators

4.1. How do neutrino event generators work?

Accelerator-based neutrino experiments generally feature a three-part software stack: a beam simulation with impor-
tant uncertainties from hadron production sculpting the output, an event generator responsible for modeling the ‘‘hard

Lower systematic 
uncertainties can 

considerably lower the 
exposure needed to 
detect CP violation.

 3

R. Acciarri, et al.,  
(DUNE Collaboration), 2015 
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3.8. Summary and challenges for oscillation experiments

Several initial processes can contribute to each observable topology in our detectors due to nuclear effects and the
significant energy spread of neutrino and antineutrino beams. It is clear that nuclear effects are a major issue for current
and future experiments. To achieve the future program, we need a clear understanding of:

• Current and future long- and short-baseline neutrino oscillation programs should evaluate and articulate what
additional neutrino–nucleus interaction data or support measurements are required to meet their ambitious goals.
This can be done with a combination of phenomenological and direct theoretical estimations.

• Near detectors are powerful in oscillation analyses, but do have fundamental and practical limitations in the near-to-
far extrapolation of event rates. New experimental methods such as NuPRISM [5], which enables variable neutrino
energy fluxes to enter the near detector, could circumvent the problem of different fluxes at the near and far detector.

• Of specific interest is precise knowledge of electron/muon neutrino cross section differences, which historically has
been difficult to measure in near detectors. Are there any theoretical indications of unexpected differences? What is
the level that this quantity will be known by the proposed future experimental program near detectors?

• Neutrino energy estimators are sensitive to threshold effects and model-based particle composition and kinematics.
As neutrino–antineutrino event-rate comparisons are important for �CP measurements, the relative neutron compo-
sition of final hadronic states is key. What are the prospects for semi-inclusive theoretical models? Experimentally,
programs to detect neutrons are essential. Electron scattering data may also provide insights to the hadronic state.

• The calculated detector efficiency often depends on the nuclear model. Whether or not current uncertainties cover
this issue needs to be studied. If this is an important effect for current and future experiments, systematic errors must
reflect the range of nuclear models used in calculating this efficiency. It may be that experimental and computational
approaches will be necessary.

Without these studies, the adverse consequences for neutrino-oscillationmeasurements are profound andwide-ranging.

4. Neutrino event generators

4.1. How do neutrino event generators work?

Accelerator-based neutrino experiments generally feature a three-part software stack: a beam simulation with impor-
tant uncertainties from hadron production sculpting the output, an event generator responsible for modeling the ‘‘hard

Lower systematic 
uncertainties can 

considerably lower the 
exposure needed to 
detect CP violation.

30/08 (Friday) 14:00h  
WG2 L. Pickering
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R. Acciarri, et al.,  
(DUNE Collaboration), 2015 
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and then by comparing to Eq. (3), the hadronic tensor reads

Wµσ
s = −Θ(q0)

!

2
√

2

g

"2
#

d3r

2π
Im [Πµσ

W + Πσµ
W ] (q; ρ) (18)

Wµσ
a = −Θ(q0)

!

2
√

2

g

"2
#

d3r

2π
Re [Πµσ

W − Πσµ
W ] (q; ρ) (19)

As we see, the basic object is the selfenergy of the Gauge Boson (W±) inside of the nuclear medium. Following the
lines of Ref. [1], we should perform a many body expansion, where the relevant gauge boson absorption modes would
be systematically incorporated: absorption by one nucleon, or a pair of nucleons or even three nucleon mechanisms,
real and virtual meson (π, ρ, · · ·) production, excitation of ∆ of higher resonance degrees of freedom, etc. In addition,
nuclear effects such as RPA or Short Range Correlations3 (SRC) should also be taken into account. Some of the
W−absorption modes are depicted in Fig. 2. Up to this point the formalism is rather general and its applicability
has not been restricted to the QE region. In this work we will focus on the QE contribution to the total cross section,
and it will be analyzed in detail in the next section.
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FIG. 2: Diagrammatic representation of some diagrams contributing to the W+−selfenergy.

3 For that purpose we use an effective interaction of the Landau-Migdal type.

corrected flux

corrected x-section prediction

correlation between flux & x-sec (T2K example)
 4



MOTIVATION

• Different acceptance in near/far detector (different nuclear 
targets, backgrounds, position with respect to the beam…)

•   cancellation from the near 

detector is never full
∫ ϕ × σ dE ≠ ∫ ϕ × σ × 𝒫 dE

Far detector

Neutrino-nucleus interaction models are still crucial.

flux x-section oscillation probability
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COMPLEX DYNAMICAL 
MECHANISMS

• In every accelerator neutrino  
experiment we are sensitive to 
all dynamical mechanisms

• Spectrum is rich and mostly 
requires relativistic description 
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Figure 3. Muon neutrino and muon anti-neutrino flux predictions from current and future
accelerator based neutrino experiments. Here, the top two plots are neutrino mode beam
muon neutrino flux predictions, where the bottom two plots are anti-neutrino mode beam
muon anti-neutrino flux predictions. Predictions are all arbitrary normalized. Left plots
are current experiments (T2K, MiniBooNE, MINERvA with low energy NuMI), and right
plots are current to future experiments (Hyper-Kamiokande, MicroBooNE, NOvA, DUNE,
MINERvA with medium energy NuMI).

• MINERvA, MINOS, and NOvA use NuMI neutrino beamline. The two important flux
configurations are low energy (LE) mode and medium energy (ME) mode. Also, detector
configurations can be on-axis or off-axis. Here, MINOS and MINERvA are both LE
and ME on-axis experiments, and NOvA is a ME off-axis experiment, and their flux
predictions are quite different. Note MINERvA does not provide neutrino flux below
1.5 GeV where flux systematic errors have not been evaluated yet.

• DUNE will use a dedicated beamline, which will have a wide-band beam to measure
neutrino oscillations not only the first maximum, but also the second oscillation
maximum [165].

• Hyper-Kamiokande uses higher power J-PARC off-axis neutrino beam [14], and here we
simply assumed the same shape with current T2K J-PARC off-axis neutrino beam.

The on-axis beam experiments, such as MiniBooNE, MINERvA, and DUNE have a
wider beam spectrum, and off-axis beam experiments, such as T2K and NOvA have narrower
spectrums. Although spectra are narrower for off-axis beams, they have long tails going to
higher energy. This is a standard feature for off-axis beams. Therefore understanding of
neutrino interactions are important in all 1-10 GeV spectrum for both on-axis and off-axis
beam experiments.

Figure 4 shows more detailed neutrino flux predictions. Here, we use T2K neutrino

• neutrino energy is unknown (flux is not 
monochromatic & uncertainties)

• Each experiment probes different energies 
(various physical mechanisms dominate)

From: T. Katori, M. Martini, J.Phys. G45 (2018)

From: P. Lipari et. atl., PRL 74 (1995)



ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION

p
νl

l−

p
π+

• depends on lepton reconstruction
• relies on identification of interaction 

channel. (for CCQE works well)

Kinematics

SK/HK

• energy conservation
• relies on visible energy
• hadron masses influence the energy 

balance

p
νl

l−

p
π+

Calorimetry

DUNE
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In both cases nuclear models play crucial role.



EXPERIMENTAL WISH LIST  
TO THEORISTS

• Predictions for a wide energy-transfer range (MeV-GeV)

• Different targets

• Both inclusive and exclusive cross-sections (exclusive = 
outgoing hadrons)

• Estimation of theoretical uncertainties

 8



MONTE CARLO EVENT 
GENERATORS

GENIE

NEUT

GiBUU

NuWro

connection point between 
experiment and theory

“Testing and Improving Models of Neutrino Nucleus 
Interactions in Generators”, ECT* June 2019 9
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MONTE CARLO EVENT 
GENERATORS

primary vertex 
(theoretical models with 
various implementation 

methods)

FSI=final state 
interactions 

(each MC has a 
different model)

p
νl

l−

p
π+

Inherent problems of factorization:
• quantum process split in a classical way
• possible double-counting

But this is the only way to compare 
theoretical models with experiment

 10

Process factorised into two steps



MONTE CARLO WISH LIST 
FOR THEORISTS

• fast implementation of theoretical models (in 
particular : description of all the outgoing 
hadrons)

• possible free parameters of theory to “tune”

• validation of models to make them trustworthy 
and estimate precision (e.g. using electron data)
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NUCLEAR THEORY  
PERSPECTIVE

ℋ = ∑
i

p2
i

2M
+ ∑

i<j

vij + . . .

ℋ | i⟩ = E | i⟩

Jμ = ⟨ f | jμ
cc | i⟩

jμ
cc = ū γμ(1 + γ5)(cos θC d + sin θC s)

ground state of correlated nucleons

charge-current operator:

we want to calculate a transition to final state:

dσ
dQ2dW

∝ Lμν(JμJ†
ν )

 12

non-relativistic theory!



THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
• Two levels of difficulties:

• Hadron dynamics (axial form-factors, pion production,…) 

• Nuclear physics (non-relativistic, nucleon dynamics in 
nuclear medium, multinucleon knockout, long-range 
correlations…)

• (which are connected e.g.   description in nuclear medium, 
off-shell nucleons,…)

Δ

 13



INITIAL STATE

ab-initio 
(full wave function)

mean-field

potential

only statistics 
(Fermi gas)

in many MC analyses 
we are here

non-relativistic dynamics

Each approach has its virtues and limitations. 

• Ghent group (Skyrme interaction)
• O. Benhar SF (+correlations)
• SuSAv2 (superscaling+RMF)
• Oset SF (phenomenological input)

GiBUU

Long-range 
correlations 

included
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HOW WELL ARE WE DOING?

MULTINUCLEON  
KNOCKOUT (2P2H)

We need a consistent theoretical description of all mechanisms. 

 15



HOW WELL ARE WE DOING?

MULTINUCLEON  
KNOCKOUT

requires careful  
nuclear structure

W+(q0, ⃗q ) excited states of nucleus

CRPA - Ghent group
RPA - Valencia group

M. Martini, N. Jachowicz et al
Phys.Rev. C94 (2016) no.1, 015501  16

V. Pandey, N. Jachowicz, et al 
PRC92 (2015) no.2, 024606

RPA (Random Phase Approximation)

5
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The double differential cross section for 12C(e, e′). CRPA (solid lines) and HF (dashed-lines) cross
sections are compared with the data of Refs. [51–56]. The q and Q2 values, on top of each panel, are calculated at quasielastic
conditions Q2/(2MNω) = 1, with MN the nucleon mass.

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Martini%2C%20M.?recid=1418812&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Jachowicz%2C%20N.?recid=1418812&ln=en


HOW WELL ARE WE DOING?

MULTINUCLEON  
KNOCKOUT

the simplest 
mechanism

W+(q0, ⃗q )

• interaction on a 
single bound 
nucleon

• one nucleon 
produced at the 
primary vertex

Benhar SF
Ghent group

Valencia group
GiBUU
SuSAv2

…

 17



QUASI-ELASTIC MECHANISM
• For inclusive cross-section, many theoretical models seem 

to work reasonably well (benchmark with electron data)

5
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The double differential cross section for 12C(e, e′). CRPA (solid lines) and HF (dashed-lines) cross
sections are compared with the data of Refs. [51–56]. The q and Q2 values, on top of each panel, are calculated at quasielastic
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by RMF is too large. Moreover, at very high
q-values, one expects FSI effects to be less im-
portant and lead to results that are more similar
to those obtained within the RPWIA approach.
This is the case when FSI are described through
energy-dependent optical potentials. Therefore, as
already mentioned, our choice for the functional
dependence of Eshift(q) is motivated as a compro-
mise between the predictions of our models and the
comparisons with data.

IV. COMPARISON WITH ELECTRON
SCATTERING DATA

In this section we present a systematic compar-
ison of total inclusive 12C(e, e′) experimental cross
sections and the predictions for the QE process
within RMF, SuSA and SuSAv2 models. As men-
tioned, data correspond to the total inclusive cross
section which includes contributions from several
channels, mainly: QE scattering, inelastic scatter-
ing, many-nucleon emission, etc. The models pre-
sented in this work aim to describe only the QE
process. Therefore, one expects that the models do
not reproduce the total inclusive experimental data
corresponding to kinematical situations in which
non-QE contributions play some role. Thus, the
main interest of the systematic analysis presented
in this section is the comparison between SuSAv2
predictions and those from the SuSA and RMF
models. Full analyses of the inclusive (e, e′) cross
section (including descriptions of QE and non-QE
contributions) have been presented with some suc-
cess in the past [10, 11, 21]. We plan to complete
the description of the inclusive process within the
context of SuSAv2 model, as was made in [10, 11]
within SuSA, in a near future.
In Figs. 9-11 we present the comparison of the

(e, e′) experimental data and models. Due to the
large amount of available data on 12C(e, e′) at
different kinematics (see [22, 23]) in these three
figures we only show some representative examples.
Each figure is labeled by the incident electron
energy, εi (in MeV), the scattering angle, θe, and
the transferred momentum corresponding to the
center of the quasielastic peak, q (in MeV/c).
Pauli Blocking has been included in the SuSA and
SuSAv2 models following the procedure described
in [24, 25]. In Appendix C we present a comparison
of the models (SuSA and SuSAv2) and data when
PB is or is not included. The panels in Figs. 9-
11 are organized according to the value of the
transferred momentum (at the center of the QE
peak) in three sets: low-q (from q = 238 to q = 333
MeV/c) in Fig. 9, medium-q (from q = 401 to
q = 792 MeV/c) in Fig. 10 and, high-q (from

q = 917 to q = 3457 MeV/c) in Fig. 11. The
only phenomenological parameters entering in the
calculation are the Fermi momentum kF and the
energy shift Eshift. For these we use kF = 228
MeV/c (see [7]) in both SuSA and SuSAv2 models.
A constant energy shift of 20 MeV is employed in
SuSA [7] while a q-dependent function, the one
described in Sect. III, is used for Eshift in the
SuSAv2 model.
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FIG. 9: Comparison of inclusive 12C(e, e′) cross
sections and predictions of the RMF (red), SuSA
(green-dashed) and SuSAv2 (brown) models (see text
for details). Set of panels corresponding to low-q
values. Data taken from [22].

We begin commenting on the low-q panels
presented in Fig. 9. The main contributions
to the cross section from non-QE processes such
as inelastic processes contributions (∆-resonance)
and MEC, are very small, even negligible, in
this low-q region. In spite of that, when the
transferred energy is small (ω ! 50−60MeV) other
processes such as collective effects contribute to the
cross section making questionable the treatment
of the scattering process in terms of IA-based
models. This could explain, in part, the general
disagreement between models and data in that ω
region in (a), (b) and (c) panels.
Some clarifications are called for regarding the

RMF results in Fig. 9, where sharp resonances
appear at very low ω values. These correspond
to 1p1h excitations with the phase shift of a given
partial wave going through 90 degrees. With more
complicated many-body descriptions these sharp
features are smeared out.
In summary, in order to test the goodness of the

RMF/SuSA/SuSAv2Ghent

V. Pandey, N. Jachowicz, et al. PRC92 (2015) no.2, 024606  
R. González-Jiménez, G. D. Megias, et al. PRC 90, 035501
J.E.S., PRC96 (2017) no.4, 045501
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QUASI-ELASTIC MECHANISM
• For inclusive cross-section, many theoretical models seem 

to work reasonably well (benchmark with electron data)
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conditions Q2/(2MNω) = 1, with MN the nucleon mass.
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by RMF is too large. Moreover, at very high
q-values, one expects FSI effects to be less im-
portant and lead to results that are more similar
to those obtained within the RPWIA approach.
This is the case when FSI are described through
energy-dependent optical potentials. Therefore, as
already mentioned, our choice for the functional
dependence of Eshift(q) is motivated as a compro-
mise between the predictions of our models and the
comparisons with data.

IV. COMPARISON WITH ELECTRON
SCATTERING DATA

In this section we present a systematic compar-
ison of total inclusive 12C(e, e′) experimental cross
sections and the predictions for the QE process
within RMF, SuSA and SuSAv2 models. As men-
tioned, data correspond to the total inclusive cross
section which includes contributions from several
channels, mainly: QE scattering, inelastic scatter-
ing, many-nucleon emission, etc. The models pre-
sented in this work aim to describe only the QE
process. Therefore, one expects that the models do
not reproduce the total inclusive experimental data
corresponding to kinematical situations in which
non-QE contributions play some role. Thus, the
main interest of the systematic analysis presented
in this section is the comparison between SuSAv2
predictions and those from the SuSA and RMF
models. Full analyses of the inclusive (e, e′) cross
section (including descriptions of QE and non-QE
contributions) have been presented with some suc-
cess in the past [10, 11, 21]. We plan to complete
the description of the inclusive process within the
context of SuSAv2 model, as was made in [10, 11]
within SuSA, in a near future.
In Figs. 9-11 we present the comparison of the

(e, e′) experimental data and models. Due to the
large amount of available data on 12C(e, e′) at
different kinematics (see [22, 23]) in these three
figures we only show some representative examples.
Each figure is labeled by the incident electron
energy, εi (in MeV), the scattering angle, θe, and
the transferred momentum corresponding to the
center of the quasielastic peak, q (in MeV/c).
Pauli Blocking has been included in the SuSA and
SuSAv2 models following the procedure described
in [24, 25]. In Appendix C we present a comparison
of the models (SuSA and SuSAv2) and data when
PB is or is not included. The panels in Figs. 9-
11 are organized according to the value of the
transferred momentum (at the center of the QE
peak) in three sets: low-q (from q = 238 to q = 333
MeV/c) in Fig. 9, medium-q (from q = 401 to
q = 792 MeV/c) in Fig. 10 and, high-q (from

q = 917 to q = 3457 MeV/c) in Fig. 11. The
only phenomenological parameters entering in the
calculation are the Fermi momentum kF and the
energy shift Eshift. For these we use kF = 228
MeV/c (see [7]) in both SuSA and SuSAv2 models.
A constant energy shift of 20 MeV is employed in
SuSA [7] while a q-dependent function, the one
described in Sect. III, is used for Eshift in the
SuSAv2 model.
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sections and predictions of the RMF (red), SuSA
(green-dashed) and SuSAv2 (brown) models (see text
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values. Data taken from [22].

We begin commenting on the low-q panels
presented in Fig. 9. The main contributions
to the cross section from non-QE processes such
as inelastic processes contributions (∆-resonance)
and MEC, are very small, even negligible, in
this low-q region. In spite of that, when the
transferred energy is small (ω ! 50−60MeV) other
processes such as collective effects contribute to the
cross section making questionable the treatment
of the scattering process in terms of IA-based
models. This could explain, in part, the general
disagreement between models and data in that ω
region in (a), (b) and (c) panels.
Some clarifications are called for regarding the

RMF results in Fig. 9, where sharp resonances
appear at very low ω values. These correspond
to 1p1h excitations with the phase shift of a given
partial wave going through 90 degrees. With more
complicated many-body descriptions these sharp
features are smeared out.
In summary, in order to test the goodness of the
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QUASI-ELASTIC MECHANISM

To make a precise 
comparison with 

inclusive data we need 
to include other 

mechanisms 
(multinucleon 

knockout, resonance 
region).
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QUASI-ELASTIC MECHANISM

How do models work for exclusive cross-sections (outgoing nucleon)?

To make a precise 
comparison with 

inclusive data we need 
to include other 

mechanisms 
(multinucleon 

knockout, resonance 
region).
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HOW WELL ARE WE DOING?

MULTINUCLEON  
KNOCKOUT

pion production

W+(q0, ⃗q )

• interaction on a single 
bound nucleon

• nucleon and pion 
produced at the 
primary vertex

DCC
Valencia group

GiBUU
Rein-Sehgal
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PION PRODUCTION
• Hadron dynamics should be checked 

first (interaction on a single nucleon, 
without nuclear effects)

• Background coming from chiral 
perturbation theory + resonances + 
phases between various 
contributions

• Important: unitary condition

• Models should be confronted with 
electron scattering data.

J.E.S., E.Hernandez, S.Nakamura, J. Nieves, T. Sato
PRD 98, 073001 

the neutron. The axial couplings for the N → N!;Δ
transitions are determined by the pion coupling constants,
assuming partial conservation of the axial current (PCAC),
while dipole q 2 dependence is assumed for the axial form
factors. In this work, we use a 10% weakened bare axial
coupling constant, gANΔðnewÞ ¼ 0.9gANΔðoriginalÞ, for the
N → Δð1232Þ transition, as compared to the value used in
[14,23]. While gANΔðoriginalÞ was obtained using PCAC,
gANΔðnewÞ is chosen so as to give a better reproduction of
the neutrino cross section data of Ref. [24] that have been
obtained from a reanalysis of old ANL and Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) data.

B. HNV model

The HNV model was originally introduced in Ref. [10]
to describe pion production by neutrinos in theΔ resonance
region. In its first version, it included the dominant direct
and crossed Δ-pole terms plus a set of background terms.
The weak N → Δ transition matrix element was para-
metrized in terms of four-vector CV

3–6 and four axial CA
3–6

form factors. Vector form factors were known from the
study of pion electroproduction [in fact CV

6 was set exactly
to zero from conservation of the vector current (CVC)],
while axial form factors were mostly unknown. The term
proportional to CA

5 gives the dominant contribution.
Assuming the pion pole dominance of the pseudoscalar
CA
6 form factor, the PCAC hypothesis gives CA

6 in terms of
CA
5 . In the absence of good experimental data that allowed

for an independent determination of all axial form factors,
Adler’s model [25], in whichCA

3 ¼ 0 andCA
4 ¼ − 1

4C
A
5 , was

adopted. Thus, CA
5 remained as the only unknown form

factor and its value at q 2 ¼ 0 and its q 2 dependence were
fitted to experiment.
The background terms are required and fixed by chiral

symmetry and they were obtained from the leading order
predictions of a SU(2) nonlinear sigma model. The weak
vertexes were supplemented with well-established form
factors in a way that preserved CVC and PCAC. The
Feynman diagrams for the different contributions to
WþN → N0π (corresponding to a CC process induced by
neutrinos) are depicted in Fig. 1. All sorts of details can be
found in Ref. [10]. NC pion production by neutrinos and
antineutrino-induced processes were also discussed in [10].
NC amplitudes were also given in terms of the resonant and
background contributions introduced above, though in this
case nucleon strange form factors needed to be considered.
Some preliminary results were also shown in Ref. [11],
where NC neutrino and antineutrino pion production reac-
tions were suggested as a way to distinguish ντ-neutrinos
from antineutrinos, below the τ-production threshold, but
above the pion production one.
To extend the HNV model to neutrino energies up to

2 GeV, in Ref. [20], the authors included the two con-
tributions depicted in Fig. 2, which are driven by the

exchange of the spin-3=2 D13ð1520Þ resonance. According
to Ref. [26], this is the only extra resonance giving a
significant contribution in that neutrino energy region. All
the details concerning the DP and CDP contributions can
be reviewed in the Appendix of Ref. [20].
In Ref. [21] the HNV model was partially unitarized by

imposing the Watson theorem. The Watson theorem is a
consequence of unitarity and time-reversal invariance. It
implies that, below the two-pion production threshold, the
phase of the electropion or weak pion production amplitude
should be given by the πN → πN elastic phase shifts
½δL2Jþ1;2Tþ1

ðWπNÞ', with WπN the final πN invariant mass.
The procedure followed in Ref. [21] was inspired by that
implemented by Olsson in Ref. [27]. To correct the
interference between the dominant ΔP term and the
background (including here not only the nonresonant
background, but also the CΔP, DP and CDP terms),
the authors introduced two independent vector and axial
phases that are functions of q 2 andWπN . The amplitude was
changed as

TB þ TΔP → TB þ eiδVTV
ΔP þ eiδATA

ΔP ð6Þ

where the vector δV and axial δA Olsson phases were fixed
by requiring that the dominant vector and axial multipoles

FIG. 1. Model for the WþN → N0π reaction as introduced in
Ref. [10]. It contains the Delta (ΔP) and crossed Delta pole (CΔP)
terms (first row), the nucleon (NP) and crossed nucleon pole (CNP)
terms (second row), the contactCT and pion pole (PP) terms (third
row), and the pion in flight (PF) term (fourth row).

+W +W
D13

D13
N N’

N’

ππ
N

FIG. 2. D13ð1520Þ contributions to WþN → N0π introduced in
Ref. [20]. Both D13 (DP) and crossed D13 pole (CDP) terms are
considered.

J. E. SOBCZYK et al. PHYS. REV. D 98, 073001 (2018)
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PION PRODUCTION

resonances background unitarity 1pion 2pions
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CHALLENGES
• More hadrons in the final state (pion production, multinucleon 

knockout) # of integrals is high   computational time grows.

• Usual prescription used in the MC generators:

1. Inclusive cross-section gives a weight of an event  

2. initial nucleon(s) below the Fermi level is generated

3. final hadrons are generated in CM according to the phase 
space (so-called factorization)

→

dσ/dQ2dW
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OUTGOING PION 
DISTRIBUTION

are dominated by the sinϕ!
π dependence of the differential

cross section. Comparing the relative sizes of A! and jD!j,
we expect the largest parity violations in the νen → e−nπþ,
ν̄ep → eþpπ−, νen → e−pπ0 and ν̄ep → eþnπ0 reactions,
while the smallest ones should occur in the isospin 3=2
νep → e−pπþ and ν̄en → eþnπ− channels that are domi-
nated by the direct Δ mechanism. In addition, in this latter
case, we observe that PV effects are greatly reduced for
ν̄en → eþnπ−, since the relative size of the jD!j=A! ratio
for this reaction is significantly smaller than for the isospin
related one νep → e−pπþ.
All of the above features are visible in the neutrino

and antineutrino CC dσ=ðdQ2dWπNdΩ!
πÞ differential cross

sections that are displayed as contour plots in Figs. 14 and

15 for the DCC and HNV models. They are given as a
function of ϕ!

π and θ!π, and have been evaluated for fixed
Eν ¼ 1 GeV, Q2 ¼ 0.1 GeV2=c2 and WπN ¼ 1.23 GeV
values. Despite the differences, we find a good qualitative
agreement between the two models that predict similar
regions where the pion angular distribution reaches its
maximum and minimum. The same applies to the case
of NC processes that are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Note
that the nπ0 and pπ0 NC reactions are driven by the
same isovector amplitude, and they differ only in the sign of
the interference of the latter with the isoscalar part of the
amplitude, which is also the same in both reactions [10].
This is the reason why, as long as these processes are
largely dominated by the isovector excitation of the

FIG. 14. Neutrino CC–dσ=ðdQ2dWπNdΩ!
πÞ differential cross section in units of 10−38 cm2 c2=GeV3, as a function of ϕ!

π and θ!π,
evaluated for fixed Eν ¼ 1 GeV, Q2 ¼ 0.1 GeV2=c2 and WπN ¼ 1.23 GeV values.

FIG. 15. The same as in Fig. 14 for antineutrino CC–dσ=ðdQ2dWπNdΩ!
πÞ.

J. E. SOBCZYK et al. PHYS. REV. D 98, 073001 (2018)

073001-20

✓ Pion distribution is not isotropic (not generated according to 
phase space). 

✓ This information is lost in MC if we use factorization.
✓ Anisotropy can be measured in neutrino-nucleus interaction 

experiments (despite FSI effects)
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MiniBooNE

Minerva

Models are not capable of describing 
both sets of data
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5

The procedure is to generate samples with NuWro gen-
erator for both experiments and compare the resulting
ratio of Monte Carlo cross sections to the experimental
one. In order to maintain statistically meaningful sam-
ples each dynamical channel contributing to the MIN-
ERvA and MiniBooNE signals has been generated sepa-
rately.
We tried to estimate the errors of both ratios as cal-

culated by NuWro. We distinguish systematic and sta-
tistical errors coming from the implemented theoretical
models. We run the simulations with a high event rate in
order to minimize statistical fluctuations. We obtained
at least 8 000 events in each bin with typical value of the
order of 104 − 105 events/bin. The resulting impact of
statistical errors on the predicted ratio is negligible.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Contributions from RES channel to
MiniBooNE and MINERvA differential cross sections in pion
kinetic energy as predicted by NuWro.

In order to establish the leading systematic errors we
identified a dominant dynamical process giving rise to the
signal in both experiments. The contributions from the
RES channel usually exceed 85-90%, see Fig. 4. We con-
clude that most of the MiniBooNE and MINERvA signal
events originate from the same physical processes. The
pion kinetic energy distribution produced in RES process
before FSI is quite similar for two experiments, see Fig.
5. Thus we expect that the impact of pion FSI effects
is also similar in both cases. In Ref. [2] we found an
information that according to GENIE 24% of the Mini-
BooNE signal events correspond to W > 1.4 GeV. In
NuWro simulations the fraction is 23%.
For the NuWro ratio results we used a simplified MC

systematic error analysis based on uncertainties in the
RES process, which should cover the leading error of MC
predictions. Two error sources are taken into account:

1. ∆ production rate uncertainty driven by CA
5 and

MA∆ parameters.

2. ∆ decay uncertainty coming from pion angular cor-
relations.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Spectrum of pion kinetic energy for
MiniBooNE and MINERvA as predicted by NuWro without
FSI effects. The last bin combines pions with kinetic energies
above 1 GeV.

We varied the axial coupling of the ∆ resonance
CA

5 (0) = 1.19±0.08 andMA∆ = 0.94±0.03 (GeV) within
the limits found in Ref. [26] and treat the maximum vari-
ation as a systematic errors δCA

5
, δMA∆

. We compared
descriptions of the angular anisotropy reported by ANL
and BNL experiments also took the maximum variation
from both parameterizations as another systematic er-
ror δdecay. We combined these errors in quadrature and
obtained the estimate of the total error in NuWro simu-
lations δMC =

!

δ2
CA

5

+ δ2MA∆
+ δ2decay.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Ratios of differential cross sections in
pion kinetic energy from MINERvA and MiniBooNE experi-
ments together with NuWro predictions.

In Fig. 6 we show the final results for

( dσ
dTπ

)MINERvA

( dσ
dTπ

)MiniBooNE

where the experimental results are compared to the

According to MC 
the ratio between 
both results should 

be flat



HOW WELL ARE WE DOING?

MULTINUCLEON  
KNOCKOUT

2 particle-2 hole
(MEC)

W+(q0, ⃗q )

• interaction on a 
pair of nucleons

• purely nuclear 
mechanism

Valencia group
M. Martini model

GiBUU
SuSAv2

Benhar SF +  
2-body currents
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2P2H MODELS

✓ Valencia model  
initial nucleons: Fermi Gas 
pion & rho exchange  
various nuclear medium corrections
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Implemented in MC event 
generators

Theoretical calculation in 
progress

✓ SuSAv2
   initial nucleons: Fermi Gas  
   only pion exchange

✓ Martini model
   initial nucleons: Fermi Gas  
   phenomenological fit + Δ

✓ GiBUU
   initial nucleons: Fermi Gas  
   phenomenological fit

✓ Benhar model  
initial nucleons: Benhar spectral function  
currents: pion exchange

✓ Ghent group
   mean field (both initial and final nucleons)  
   currents: pion exchange

✓ ab-initio calculations
   first results using GFMC (Green Function MC)  
   non relativistic



SIS/DIS REGION

MULTINUCLEON  
KNOCKOUT
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SIS/DIS TRANSITION REGION
• Until recently less activity in this 

region

• Important for DUNE and NOvA

• 2 pion production starts to be 
increasingly important for W>1.4 
GeV

• Difficult region because language 
changes (quark-hadron duality 
observed in electron scattering)

GeV neutrino and reaction mechanism

W(GeV)

Q
2
(G
eV
^2
)

1 1.5 2

1

2

3

4

5

2.5
0

3GeV

2GeV

1GeV

DIS

RES

W =
!
(p+ q)2, Q2 = −q2 = −(pν − pl)2

T. Sato (Osaka U.) Meson Production May. 2019, ECT* 8 / 37

NuSTEC Workshop on Shallow- and Deep-
Inelastic Scattering (October 2018) 

arxiv.org/pdf/1907.13252

(source: T. Sato)
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hadron degrees 
of freedom

quark degrees 
of freedom
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CONCLUSIONS
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EXPERIMENT MC GENERATORS THEORY

A lot of activity in community of neutrino-nucleus interactions
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A lot of activity in community of neutrino-nucleus interactions
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precision neutrino 
experiments in 
which systematic 
errors greatly 
matter and should 
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CONCLUSIONS

A careful validation of models & MCs with electron 
data is needed

 30

EXPERIMENT MC GENERATORS THEORY

A lot of activity in community of neutrino-nucleus interactions

We are entering 
the era of high 
precision neutrino 
experiments in 
which systematic 
errors greatly 
matter and should 
diminish  

Still many open questions 
and theoretical discussion

There is a huge gap between theoretical developments 
and models implemented in MCs.

We need a consistent implementation of theoretical 
models (all mechanisms) in MCs.

A step from inclusive to 
exclusive observables
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PION PUZZLE
MiniBooNE  
• target is CH2

• peak at   MeV

• coherent   is part of the 
signal

• signal defined as   (no 
other pions)

CCπ+

600

π+

1π+

Minerva  
• target is CH
•   GeV
• cut   GeV
• coherent   is part of the 

signal
• signal defined as   (and 

arbitrary # )

CCπ+

⟨Eν⟩ ≈ 4
W < 1.4

π+

1π+

π0
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MOTIVATION

Nα→β(preco) = ∑
i

ϕα(Ereal) × 𝒫α→β(Ereal) × σi
β(preal) × ϵα(preal) × Ri(preal; preco)

event 
rate

flux x-section

affects an overall 
normalization

energy 
reconstruction 

migration

obtained from 
Monte Carlo 
simulations

Far detector

efficiency

…partial information from a near detector

Nα→α(preco) = ∑
i

ϕα(Ereal) × σi
α(preal) × ϵα(preal) × Ri(preal; preco)

In the ratio of the two, the nuclear effects do not cancel
 34



MOTIVATION
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total x-sections
(normalisation)

(1 step) How do oscillation 
parameters influence our 
predictions of the final 

lepton?
(2 step) Resolve a possible 
degeneracy (looking at the 

final hadron states)

backgrounds


